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Mitchell soccer overcomes de�cit, beats Palmer 7-6 in OT

Marcus Hill
Sep 2, 2021

Ismael Flores’ �nal words upon exiting the pitch at Garry Berry Stadium on Sept. 1 in the

boys soccer tilt were concise and piercing.  

“I told y’all we weren’t going to lose.”

Mitchell High School's Estiven Rios, left, passes the ball across the �eld in the �rst half of the Marauders' boys s
game against Palmer on Sept. 1, 2021, at Garry Berry Stadium. The Marauders trailed 3-0 in the �rst half but ral
to win 7-6 in overtime. 
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A courageous statement considering Mitchell High School trailed Palmer 3-0 in the

second half before winning 7-6 in overtime.

Flores notched six goals for the Marauders including the game-winner just 56 seconds

into overtime.

“I knew what was going to happen,” Flores said. “I just told them to get me the ball

because I practice that shot a thousand times and I have plenty of con�dence in myself.

Once I get the ball, I’m going to �nish.”

Mitchell needed the second half to ignite its �ame and purge Palmer. That’s become the

story for the Marauders through three games.

Mitchell (2-1) opened the year with a 6-5 loss to Class 5A’s Fountain-Fort Carson. While it

appears it was close, the Marauders trailed majority of the game.

After 63 minutes, Mitchell trailed Fountain-Fort Carson 5-1. However, in those �nal 17

minutes, Mitchell tallied �ve goals before allowing the game-winner in the waning

minutes.

Against Pueblo East, Mitchell led 4-1 at the break but coach Adam Palmer said their vibe

felt like they trailed. Two minutes into the second half, they scored and never stopped

their onslaught en route to an 11-1 win.

“I wished they’d start games that way,” Palmer said as he laughed. “I’m grateful for them

to keep coming through like this and grab their second win in a row. Now, we have to

make sure we play in this fashion both halves.”

In the �rst 29 minutes, Palmer and Mitchell remained scoreless despite several good

looks. It wasn’t until the 30  minute that Palmer struck and made it 1-0. Five minutes

later, the Terrors struck again and closed the half with a goal to build a 3-0 lead.

“We were disappointed because we knew we were better than these guys,” said

Mitchell’s Aly Lara. “We started lifting each other up and being positive and that helped.”

Flores also thought Mitchell could outduel the Terrors.
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“We felt like the three goals they scored on us were �ukes,” Flores said. “We’ve come

back from worse. We wanted to show everyone we were the better team.”

Palmer said after the Terrors scored their third goal of the half, he and the coaches felt

the Marauders lost their focus on the �eld.

“I told them they needed to �gure out how to be more disciplined,” Palmer said. “So far,

our MO has been we start off a little rocky and come back. We pick it up in the second

half and go from there.”

Flores spearheaded the paradigm shift with a goal 27 seconds into the second half to

cut the lead to 3-1. Three minutes later, Flores made it 3-2 with 36:13 with a 20-yard shot

from the right side of the turf.

Then began the exchange of blows.

Palmer and Mitchell traded goals for the next 16 minutes with the Terrors holding a 5-4

advantage with 20:35 on the clock.

Then, Mitchell’s Aly Lara tied the contest for the �rst time since it was 0-0 with 10:30 left

in the �rst half.

Lara escaped the defense and �red a shot down the middle to knot the contest at 5-5

with 16:25 on the clock.

“In the �rst half, I had a couple of opportunities but I couldn’t make them,” Lara said. “For

this one, I saw the pass, I saw the defender running behind me and I knew that was the

shot.”

Just 20 seconds later, Flores scored his �fth goal and gave the Marauders their �rst lead

after sneaking past the defense and netting a shot in the upper right corner of the net to

make it 6-5 with 15:55 on the clock.

As time dwindled, Palmer responded with a strike with 7:47 left in the half to tie it at 6-6

and forced overtime. 
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Reporter

Marcus Hill is a reporter for the Southeast Express and Schriever Sentinel. He graduated from
Colorado State University-Pueblo in 2012 with a degree in Mass Communication.

The last time Mitchell and Palmer played, Sept. 13, 2013, the Terrors defeated the

Marauders 5-4 in overtime.

Mitchell returned the favor eight years later. The timekeepers put 10 minutes on the

clock for OT, but Flores only needed 56 seconds to complete the come back for Mitchell.

“I’m elated because it shows the level of resolve these guys have,” Palmer said. “I’m

excited and love how they can �gure it out and just start putting it together. I tell them

all the time that we have to play fast, small and be aggressive. That’s what they did in

overtime and it worked out in our favor. Not a whole lot of back and forth, we just put it

to them.”

Flores’ six goals marked a season high, but only eclipsed his previous mark by one. Flores

scored �ve goals against Pueblo East and totaled two against Fountain-Fort Carson,

bringing his total to 13 for the year.

According to MaxPreps.com, that’s two better than anyone else in the state; Gateway’s

Diego Ocampo has 11 as of Sept. 1.

Mitchell returns to Garry Berry at 4 p.m. Sept. 7 against Woodland Park. 
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